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CONDO LIVING MAGAZINE IS WHERE
YOU SHOULD ADVERTISE YOUR
CONDOS FOR SALE. HERE’S WHY:
ENGAGING
Condo Living has more content and better content than any product in the
market. And it’s all local — owned by Calgarians, written and produced by
Calgarians — for Calgarians. It’s all about you, the people who build condos
in Calgary and the people who live in them. When it comes to condominium,
the focus is on lifestyle, and we’ve got it covered — from purchase, to
furnishing, to every day living.

25,000

COPIES PRINTED
MONTHLY

MORE PEOPLE
We print more magazines, distribute at more locations, and have a stronger
readership than any other real estate publication in town. In fact, with
25,000 copies printed and more than 1,700 distribution points, we reach
more than 50,000 readers every month. And, thanks to our quality content,
our magazines have great shelf life.

THAT MATTER

50,000
READERS

DISTRIBUTED
AT MORE THAN

1,700

LOCATIONS

THE RIGHT
MESSAGE IN THE
RIGHT PLACE,
TO THE RIGHT
AUDIENCE

BEST AD VALUE
Condo Living is THE single most cost effective way to advertise your product.
Just do the math. On a cost per thousand basis we give you unbeatable ad
value. And that doesn’t even factor in seasonal and other special offers. If
you’re looking for maximum results from your marketing budget you need to
put Condo Living into the mix.

CUSTOM AD CAMPAIGNS
We have an experienced magazine professional dedicated to Condo Living
magazine. They know the magazine — and the Calgary condominium market
— inside and out. Putting together an advertising package tailored to each
client’s needs is their specialty. Our entire sales staff and management group
is in Calgary — one quick phone call or visit away.

| A DAY IN CALGARY STAMPEDE

HEART
OF LEGACY
BY PEPPER RODRIGUEZ

W

FILL YOUR
BOOTS

hen WestCreek Developments unveiled Jane Seymour’s
‘Open Hearts’ public art piece in their southeast
community of Legacy last year, it was meant to symbolize
the openness and caring between neighbours that they
hoped to engender in what has become one of the city’s fastest growing
communities.
They continue to build on that promise, even as Legacy took home the
2016 SAM Community of the Year award, it’s second in as many years.
“Getting back-to-back SAM Community of the Year awards means
a lot to us,” says WestCreek marketing manager, Kalida Goldade. “It

It’s Stampede time again in the city,
here’s what’s coming
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Fresh off back-to-back
SAM Award wins,
Legacy aims for more
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MORE THAN

100% of the people who read Condo Living are interested in condominiums.
That’s why they pick the magazine up. More than half are between the prime
homebuying ages of 26-45 and, with nearly 40% earning over $75,000 per
year, they’ve got the money to do so. Looking for qualified sales prospects?
They’re looking for you too — and they’re looking in Condo Living magazine.

validates the amount of work we, as well
as our residents and builders, put in this
community. We made sure that we get even
the smallest detail right to make Legacy a
community residents can be proud of.”
And the work continues. And how!
WestCreek has a lot of plans coming into
fruition this year at Legacy that makes it an
instant favourite for the SAM Awards hat
trick next year.

Asides from the opening of two new show
home parades — including a new laned home
parade in May and another for move-up homes
in June, Legacy is creating more spaces where
neighbours can interact with one another
and create stronger bonds of community.
“Our vision for Legacy is about being so
much more than that place where you live
and you drive into your driveway and shut
your garage door behind you. We
want it to be a place where you
speak to your neighbours and
come together as a community,”
she says.
On May 15, they will be opening their community garden for
residents. With 65 plots, this will
be one of the largest of its kind in
the southeast, maybe the entire city. “I know
it’s the only organic community garden in
a new community the south,” Goldade says.
WestCreek is providing raised garden beds
(measuring either three-by-four-feet, or threeby-eight-feet) and on-site water sources to all
Legacy residents in this community garden.
“It provides neighbours an environment where

they can get to know one another, share gardening tips, and strengthen
those small town values.”
The Legacy residents association will also be holding its first Stampede breakfast on July 8. “It’s already a strong association and this
will be their first major event,” Goldade says. With all the amenities
offered, its community fees are among the lowest in the city, ranging
from $35 to $60 a year.
But what Legacy has always been known for is the amazing range of
home products offered here, encompassing the whole gamut from starter
home, move-up, estate and downsizing home.
“We will have new laned products with new
show homes opening in May. We haven’t had
laned homes since they sold out quite quickly
in Phases 1, 3 and 6,” Goldade says.
These laned homes, measuring 25- to 27-feet
wide are from Shane Homes, Stepper Homes and
Jayman BUILT. Prices start from the $400,000s.
“These homes will have a big focus on entryways with Hardiboard planks in front porches and interesting elevations
throughout. Best of all, they are affordable,” she adds.
New move-up homes will also be unveiled in two separate phases.
One with Stepper Homes, Calbridge Homes and Sterling Homes, and
another with WestCreek Homes, Trico Homes and Jayman BUILT. The
latter will all be backing onto premium lots like parks, ponds, or a naturalized forest. These move-up home parades will be open to the public in
June and are from 1,800-2,400 square-feet and priced from $450,000s.

Love
at first
Glas
»

Jeff (left) and Elia
relaxing in their
Glas house.

Living in a Glas house never
looked so good

BY SHELLEY BOETTCHER

Y

ou can’t call yourself a true Calgarian if you’ve never been
to the Calgary Stampede, which takes place July 7 to 16
this year.
The annual rodeo and party has been held every year
since 1912, and every year, organizers manage to put a fresh spin
on the festivities.
“There is always something new; that’s for sure,” says Danielle
Savoni, the Stampede’s public relations manager.
But the new stuff doesn’t come at the expense of the old, she
notes. You’ll still find the world-famous rodeo every afternoon,
the chuckwagon races, Indian Village and plenty of cowboys
and cowgirls, too.
“The Calgary Stampede rodeo is the largest outdoor rodeo
in the world,” Savoni says. “The competitors we invite are
some of the best the sport has to offer.”
Here’s a look at some highlights to check out during
this year’s Calgary Stampede. For more details, including
ticket prices, go to calgarystampede.com.

WRITTEN BY DARLENE CASTEN
PHOTOS BY DON MOLYNEAUX
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or Elia and Jeff, love is a feeling you can’t ignore.
The pair knows immediately when they are attracted to something, whether it’s
a person, place or thing.
So when they walked into the Glas show home in South Calgary in May 2016,
there was no question what they needed to do next.
“We put down a deposit,” Elia laughs.
They were going to buy a one-bedroom unit. But they decided to hold off a little and
waited for a 1,433-square-foot, two-bedroom, two-and-a-half bathroom townhouse end unit.
It also comes with an incredibly spacious rooftop patio and third level office space that
Elia says he uses for a reading nook.
They had been looking for a more central home for two years, after living in Aspen
Woods for six years. They both spent many years living in Mission in their own condos
until they moved to the suburban townhome in the northwest together.
They both loved their Aspen Woods home, but said in the end an inner-city location
was more important.

“IT PROVIDES NEIGHBOURS
AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE
THEY CAN GET TO KNOW ONE
ANOTHER, SHARE GARDENING
TIPS, AND STRENGTHEN THOSE
SMALL TOWN VALUES.”
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DISPLAY AD
INSERTIONS

INCENTIVES

OUR BEST RATES

1X

3X

6X

12X

24X

1/3

1290

1145

1125

1100

1040

1/2
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1410
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2/3
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1970

1940
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full page

2800

2550
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2300
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ADVERTISER INCENTIVE
PROGRAMS
LOYALTY REWARD
Sign up for 12 consecutive
insertions and receive ONE
(2-page) FREE EARNED MEDIA
to be used any time through the
contract.
NEW ADVERTISER
Buy 3 ads at the regular rate and
receive a 4th ad FREE of charge.

15% guaranteed position surcharge.
Ask your representative for our high-volume rates.
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front cover package*

5100

N/A

back cover package*
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*Front & Back Cover
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purchased issue.

ADVERTORIAL
Get a story any time you want.
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regular rate and the 2-page
story is just $1,500. We’ll even
write it for you!
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Dressing up a compact space can be done quite
economically… or at least not be quite so painful if you
decide to really splurge on the goods.

PHOTO COURTESY WEST ELM

STYLISH
SUMMER
No matter the size of your private
outdoor space, there’s room for style

40
P H OTOS CO U RTE S Y PI ER 1

If it’s major drama you seek, look no further
than their All-Weather Wicker Colorblock
series, which serves up bold style in an outside-friendly “plicker” material. I love how
distinctive and confident the colours and patterns are and yet both are well suited to small
spaces without appearing overly dominant.
I can pretty much guarantee you won’t find
anything as interesting anywhere (especially
at the price point) so it makes both aesthetic
and economic sense to snap a couple up.
Once you have your main pieces in place it’s
time to move on to supplementary items such
as planters, rugs and lighting. Although I do
love a classic ceramic drum stool used as a
table, there is so much more than can be done.
Maria Tomas offers a dual-purpose solution
that serves as both a table and lighting in
the form of Twist Productions’ “Blok”, made
of easy-to-maintain white polyethylene and

With its subtle knot detail,
Pier 1’s Cobalt Rope Lumbar Pillow offers superb
nautical flair at a great price—the perfect combination
for elevated al fresco style on a down-to-earth budget.

P H OTO CO U RTE S Y W E S T EL M

Pier 1’s Kimbell
Woodgrain Melamine
Dinnerware exquisitely
captures the driftwood
trend and offers a
perfect neutral perch
for colourful and
appetizing summer
fare.

If you have a small balcony — or deck, patio, terrace, lanai, etc. — try
to view it as a gift rather than a drawback. True, you won’t be able to
entertain hordes of people on it but there’s a lot to be said for intimate
conversations on sunny afternoons or inky, star-filled evenings. As I
said, dressing up a compact space can be done quite economically… or at
least not be quite so painful if you decide to really splurge on the goods.
With a small footprint it’s always best to treat it like you’re filling up a
bucket: rocks first, then pebbles and finally sand. In this case the rocks
are your furnishings such as seating and surfaces (tables mainly, but not
always), the pebbles are medium-sized items like planters, floor coverings
and lighting and the pebbles are small, personality-driven things like
accessories and serveware. This helps set priorities and also ensures
that you don’t run out of room by buying everything at once and out of
sequence!
Fortunately, there are many scaled-down options out there
for “rocking” a small space, especially if you want to
make a statement that will resonate for years to
come. In this regard, Brooklyn-based (and
Calgary-outposted) West Elm does a stellar job, providing durable, design-considered options at a great price. Their
Soleil Metal Outdoor Bistro Dining
Set, offered in white, orange and
a fabulous fifties-looking turquoise, is a great workhorse
collection rendered in tough
powder-coated steel. Toss a
few snazzy (and hardy) cushions on the chairs and you’ll
be sitting pretty all summer
long, whether you’re dining,
drinking or “dishing”.

simple enough to serve a variety of décor
styles. Even with an endless supply of your
favourite libation perched atop the real fun
lies inside, as it can be programmed to give
off a rainbow of hues thanks to LEDs concealed
within. If you already have a table in place, you can
still bask in the glow of one of Twist’s other sculptural
lighting products, such as their tree-inspired Mia Serata
model, which really helps makes use of your vertical space.
Once you’re done with your primary and secondary pieces, it’s
time to deck out your deck with accessories — and this is really where
you can let your personality shine through. Whether you opt for bold or
neutral, Pier 1 covers the waterfront with their wide range of offerings,
all at really attractive prices. Their Azure Tile Melamine Dinnerware is
a great take on the Moroccan trend, as
is their Ceramic Tile Tray, which will
provide a vibrant base for everything
from coffee to canapes. If you prefer
your food to take a starring role, their
Kimbell Woodgrain Melamine Dinnerware will really put your fare front and
centre, popping off a background of ontrend taupes and greys. Switching gears to
soft goods, Pier 1 does a great job with pillows,

45
53
many of which strike
a summery nautical note
without bashing you over the
head with anchors and lobsters. Better still,
they are available in a range of colours so
you’re sure to find a hue that’s right for you.
Perhaps it’s the fleeting nature of Calgary summers that make them so appealing — there’s
a sense of “get it while the going’s good” that
emphasizes the preciousness of the season.
Regardless of how you apply the rock/pebbles/
sand formula to your own situation, I hope
have a wonderful summer. CL

Pier 1’s Ceramic
Tile Tray and Azure
Tile Melamine
Dinnerware
both capture hot
Moroccan flair for
even hotter summer
days. They’re so
chic that even a
lowly barbecued
hot dog would look
like gourmet cuisine
served atop either.

»
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West Elm’s All-Weather
Wicker Colorblock
Chair is a summertime
stunner, featuring bold
colour and pattern in
all-weather faux wicker.
Try a couple paired
with a simple table for
maximum aesthetic
impact.

P H OTOS CO U RTE S Y PI ER 1

F

West Elm, a great source for
stylish pieces at excellent
prices, brings dazzling to
dining with their Soleil
Metal Outdoor Bistro Set,
offered in crisp white, cool
turquoise and sunny orange,
as depicted here.
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BY DAVID CROSSON

or four months of the year (five, if I’m lucky) the balcony off my living room
is the centre of my universe. It is a postage stamp compared to its predecessor — upon which I swear you could land aircraft — but what it lacks in square
footage it more than makes up for in charm. Truth be told, I prefer the smaller
version: it was less expensive to furnish and maintenance is a breeze (literally,
I don’t have to sweep or vacuum, the YYC wind does it all).

49
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: David Crosson is a
freelance design writer and principal of the David
Crosson Design Collective. He is a frequent media
commentator on matters of life and style as well
as a regular guest on CTV Morning Live. For more
of his design ideas, visit www.dc-dc.ca
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full page
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1/2 page
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For videos/slideshows: .FLV
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are EPS or InDesign. Please ensure all
images are embedded/packaged with
your artwork and fonts are converted
to outlines. A low-resolution PDF of
your ad is also required to serve as our
reference.

IMAGES In order to maintain
quality, all images should be submitted
at 300 dpi at full placement size. All
images should be in CMYK mode
and TIFF format. No RGB, LAB, PMS
colours or embedded colour profiles
(such as ICC profiles).
PRODUCTION NOTES Half-,
quarter-, two-thirds-, one-third- or onesixth-page ads DO NOT require bleed.
Safe zone — all live elements must be
at least 0.25” from trim on all sides.
Registration marks and colour bars are
NOT necessary. Perfect alignment of
text or design across the gutter of two
facing pages cannot be guaranteed.
Files that are not sent in the above
formats will incur set-up charges of
$95/hr.

UPLOAD all ad materials via
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